Finite quantum groupoids can be described in many equivalent ways [8, 11, 16] : In terms of the weak Hopf C ¦ -algebras of Böhm, Nill, and Szlachányi [2] or the finite-dimensional Hopf-von Neumann bimodules of Vallin [14] , and in terms of finite-dimensional multiplicative partial isometries [4] or the finite-dimensional pseudo-multiplicative unitaries of Vallin [15] .
Introduction
The theory of quantum groupoids is very well understood in the finite and in the measurable case, that is, in the setting of finite-dimensional C ¦ -algebras [9, 11, 16] and in the setting of von Neumann algebras [7] . The basic objects in this theory are the weak Hopf C ¦ -algebras and the multiplicative partial isometries of Böhm, Nill, and Szlachányi [2, 1, 3, 4] on one side and the Hopf-von Neumann bimodules and the pseudo-multiplicative unitaries of Vallin [15] on the other side. For finite quantum groupoids, both approaches are well known to be equivalent [8, 16] .
To extend the theory of quantum groupoids to the locally compact case, that is, to the setting of C ¦ -algebras, we introduced the notion of a concrete Hopf C ¦ -bimodule and of a C ¦ -pseudo-multiplicative unitary [13] . In this short note, we show that in the finitedimensional case, these concepts coincide with the notion of a Hopf-von Neumann bimodule and of a pseudo-multiplicative unitary, respectively. This note is of expository nature and the results contained in it are straightforward. This work was supported by the SFB 478 "Geometrische Strukturen in der Mathematik" which is funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG).
Organization We proceed as follows:
In Section 2, we show that every C ¦ -factorization of a finite-dimensional Hilbert space is uniquely determined by the associated representation, and that the C ¦ -relative tensor product of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces introduced in [13] coincides with the usual relative tensor product.
In Section 3, we show that in the finite-dimensional case, the spatial fiber product of C ¦ -algebras introduced in [13] coincides with the usual fiber product of von Neumann algebras, and that the notion of a finite-dimensional concrete Hopf C ¦ -bimodule and of a finitedimensional Hopf-von Neumann bimodule are equivalent.
In Section 4, we show that for finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, the notion of a C ¦ -pseudo-multiplicative unitary [13] and of a pseudo-multiplicative unitary are equivalent, and remark that the associated concrete Hopf C ¦ -bimodules and Hopf-von Neumann bimodules coincide.
Preliminaries Given a subset Y of a normed space X, we denote by ÖY × X the closed linear span of Y .
Given a Hilbert space H and a subset X LÔHÕ, we denote by X ½ the commutant of X. Given Hilbert spaces H, K, a C ¦ -subalgebra A LÔHÕ, and a ¦-homomorphism
We shall make extensive use of (right) C ¦ -modules, also known as Hilbert C ¦ -modules or Hilbert modules. A standard reference is [6] .
All sesquilinear maps like inner products of Hilbert spaces or C ¦ -modules are assumed to be conjugate-linear in the first component and linear in the second one.
Let A and B be C ¦ -algebras. Given C ¦ -modules E and F over B, we denote the space of all adjointable operators E F by LBÔE, F Õ.
Let E and F be C ¦ -modules over A and B, respectively, and let π : A LBÔF Õ be a ¦-homomorphism. Then one can form the internal tensor product E π F , which is a C ¦ -module over B [6, Chapter 4] . This C ¦ -module is the closed linear span of elements η A ξ, where η È E and ξ È F are arbitrary, and Üη π ξ η ½ π ξ ½ Ý Üξ πÔÜη η ½ ÝÕξ ½ Ý and Ôη π ξÕb η π ξb for all η, η ½ È E, ξ, ξ ½ È F , and b È B. We denote the internal tensor product by " "; thus, for example, E π F E π F . If the representation π or both π and A are understood, we write " A" or " ", respectively, instead of " π ".
Given E, F and π as above, we define a flipped internal tensor product F π E as follows.
We equip the algebraic tensor product F E with the structure maps Üξ η ξ ½ η ½ Ý : Üξ πÔÜη η ½ ÝÕξ ½ Ý, Ôξ ηÕb : ξb η, and by factoring out the null-space of the semi-norm ζ Üζ ζÝ 1ß2 and taking completion, we obtain a C ¦ -B-module F π E. This is the closed linear span of elements ξπ η, where η È E and ξ È F are arbitrary, and Üξπ η ξ ½ π η ½ Ý Üξ πÔÜη η ½ ÝÕξ ½ Ý and Ôξπ ηÕb ξbπ η for all η, η ½ È E, ξ, ξ ½ È F , and b È B. As above, we write "A " or simply " " instead of "π " if the representation π or both π and A are understood, respectively.
Evidently, the usual and the flipped internal tensor product are related by a unitary map Σ : F E E F , η ξ ξ η.
Given a state µ on a finite-dimensional C ¦ -algebra B, we denote by ÔHµ, πµ, ζµÕ a GNSrepresentation for µ, by Jµ : Hµ Hµ the modular conjugation (an antilinear isometry), and by π 2 The relative tensor product of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces
In the finite-dimensional case, the C ¦ -relative tensor product and the usual fiber product of Hilbert spaces coincide. Before we can prove this assertion, we need to recall the notion of a C ¦ -base and of a C ¦ -factorization.
C ¦ -bases Recall that a C ¦ -base is a triple ÔH, B, B Õ, shortly written B H B , consisting of a Hilbert space H and two commuting nondegenerate C ¦ -algebras B, B LÔHÕ. We say that two C ¦ -bases ÔH, B, B Õ and ÔK, C, C Õ are equivalent if there exists a unitary U : H K such that C AdU ÔBÕ and C AdU ÔB Õ; in that case, we write ÔH, B, B Õ U ÔK, C, C Õ. From now on, we assume that H has finite dimension. Let ρ : B LÔHÕ be a nondegenerate faithful representation and put 
Proof. i) The representation ρα is well-defined because for all ξ, ξ ½ È α, ζ, ζ ½ È H, and
here, we used α ¦ α B ÔB Õ ½ . Combining this calculation with the relation α ¦ αH H, we find that ρα is faithful. It is nondegenerate because ραÔB ÕH αB H αH H.
ii) Put β : L ρ ÔH, HÕ. Lemma 2.7 i) implies βH H, and a short calculation shows
and therefore, α L ρ ÔH, HÕ. The relative tensor product of Hilbert spaces Let us recall the construction of the C ¦ -relative tensor product [13] and the usual relative tensor product of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. Suppose that i) H and K are finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, ii) N is a finite-dimensional C ¦ -algebra with a faithful state µ and nondegenerate faithful
Note that by Example 2.2, Lemma 2.4, and Proposition 2.8, given the data listed in ii), we can construct the data listed in iii) such that (1) Define a sesquilinear form Ü ¤ ¤ Ýµ on H K by Üξ η ξ ½ η ½ Ýµ :
Factoring out the null space of the associated seminorm, we obtain a Hilbert space Hρ 
α,β is a well-defined isometry. It is surjective because ζ is cyclic for B (and for B ).
3 Finite-dimensional Hopf C ¦ -bimodules
In the finite-dimensional case, the notion of a Hopf C ¦ -bimodule and of a Hopf-von Neumann bimodule coincide. To prove this assertion, we first review the fiber product of finitedimensional C ¦ -algebras and the fiber product of morphisms.
The fiber product of finite-dimensional C ¦ -algebras The spatial fiber product of finite-dimensional C ¦ -algebras [13] coincides with the usual fiber product of C ¦ -algebras.
To make this statement precise, we briefly recall the two constructions. Let i) H and K be finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, ii) A LÔHÕ and B LÔKÕ be nondegenerate C ¦ -subalgebras, iii) N be a finite-dimensional C ¦ -algebra with a faithful state µ and injective unital ¦-
such that (1) holds. The fiber product of A and B with respect to µ, ρ, σ is defined as follows. For each The spatial C ¦ -fiber product of A and B with respect to B H B , α, β is defined as follows.
Using the isomorphisms
(see [13, Section 2] ), one defines for each ξ È α and η È β operators
Put αÝ Ö1× :
The two constructions described above coincide in the following sense: 
Indeed, then idα È Öαα ¦ × implies T αÝ Ö1× È Ö αÝ Ö1× Üα Ö1× T αÝ Ö1× × Ö αÝ Ö1× B×, and similarly T ¦ αÝ Ö1× Ö αÝ Ö1× B× and T βÝ Ö2× , T ¦ βÝ Ö2× Ö βÝ Ö2× A×. [13, 12] . We denote the set of such morphisms by MorÔAα, B β Õ. 
Morphisms of finite-dimensional C ¦ -algebras
Proof. If π is a morphism, then (4) holds by [12, Lemma 2.2] . Conversely, assume (4). By Lemma 2.7, it suffices to prove L π ÔH,KÕH K. Since A has finite dimension, there exist n È N and central projections p1, . . . , pn È A such that i pi 1A and such that each piA is a matrix algebra. Since i πÔpiÕK K, it suffices to show that L π i ÔpiH, πÔpiÕKÕpiH πÔpiÕK for each i 1, . . . , n; here, πi : piA LÔπÔpiÕKÕ denotes the restriction of π. But both the identity representation and the representation πi of piA are direct sums of the irreducible representation of the matrix algebra piA which is unique up to unitary equivalence, and therefore, L π i ÔpiH,πÔpiÕKÕpiH πÔpiÕK.
The fiber product of morphisms In the finite-dimensional case, the classical fiber product coincides with the spatial fiber product also on the level of morphisms. 
and assume
Note that by Example 2.2, Lemma 2.4, and Proposition 2.8, given the data listed in iv), we can construct the data listed in v) such that (5) is satisfied, and vice versa. By Lemma 3.2, the following conditions are equivalent:
Assume that these conditions hold. Then by [10 
Proof. This follows from the definition of φ ¦ and assume that condition (1) holds. Note that by Example 2.2, Lemma 2.4, and Proposition 2.8, given the data listed in ii), we can construct the data listed in iii) such that (1) is satisfied, and vice versa.
We can form the classical fiber product Aρ ¦ 
